I’M ON THE LAMB, BUT I
AIN’T NO SHEEP TRASH
TALK
Hey, what do ya want for nuthin, rubber biscuit?
We did Blue Brothers last week. That was awfully
right and proper. And this week we are gonna go
back to some deeper roots. Keeping in the blue
theme, some early Blue Oyster Cult with I’m On
The Lamb, But I Ain’t No Sheep.
First up, because I’m up and it is what’s on
right now, is the Singapore Grand Prix.
Qualifying is just getting underway on CNBC, and
it is spectacular. Singapore is the only true
night race in the circus tour, and Marina Bay
Circuit is amazing all lit up. It is also a very
competitive circuit for drivers, which at this
point means Red Bull and Ferrari stand a
fighting chance. In fact, Sebastian Vettel won
the race in 2015 in the Ferrari, his fourth
overall win at Marina Bay. Fernando Alonso is
also a multiple time winner, though is unlikely
this year as the McLaren Honda is still off the
pace from the front of the grid. Coverage of the
actual race is on NBCSN and starts off at 7:30
am EST Sunday. If you like F1 at all, the
Singapore is must see TV. Oops, Vettel had a
small shunt, and isn’t going to make it out of
Q1, thus will be starting well back on the grid
tomorrow. That hurts.
The Cubs win, The Cubs win! Their division
anyway, and did so quite early. There, that is
the extent of Emptywheel’s baseball coverage.
On to the gridiron, the Jets actually looked
pretty good in thrashing the Bills Thursday
night. But, by the same token, the Bills just
don’t look very good, so it is hard to get a
real bead on the Jets, but they may have a very
good team if Fitzpatrick keeps playing like
that. The Bengals at Stillers should be
excellent. Cinci think this is their year, but
no way Big Ben does. Expect the same old result,

i.e. a Pittsburg win. Cowboys at Skins is
interesting because I am fascinated by Dak
Prescott. Is he for real? Other than that
though, two middling teams at best, so blah.
Same question applies to Carson Wentz as the
Iggles take on the Bears. Marcy’s Kittehs though
may be for real, and they host the still
rebuilding Titans in Detroit to try for the key
2-0 start to the season. I say Detroit gets it.
Kansas City goes down to Houston to play for all
the barbecue. These are both pretty solid teams,
and the one with the best QB play will emerge
2-0. Can Brock Osweiller get it done? This rates
a pick em in my sports book, we shall see! Pack
is in Minnesota to open the Vikings’ fancy dan
new stadium.
On the college front, unlike last week, there
are several top match ups. Alabama is down at
Ole Miss. Saban and the Tide have lost two in a
row to the Rebs and Chad Kelly will be trying to
make it three. Kelly by the way, is the nephew
of Hall of Famer Jim Kelly. Florida State visits
Louisville, so obviously I will be rooting for
the Cardinals. Ohio State is at Oklahoma.
Somehow the Sooners are still ranked number 14,
but don’t think that will be the case after
today. Colorado is horrible as usual, and will
be an easy meal for the Michigan Bradys. The
other top 20 matchup to watch is the Domers
hosting the Spartys from Michigan State. It is
in South Bend, so the Irish have a chance.
Frankly, neither team, despite their
reputations, has looked very good yet, so this
is a pick em.
Well, that is it for this week. As a parting
shot, if you want a few laughs, I live tweeted
closing arguments in an….um….amazing trial
earlier this week. The case involved a yoga
instructor who got an amazing boob job, and then
a little tipsy at a seriously wild bar mitzvah
party at her boss’s house. Here is a good
backgrounder from the Washington Post.
And here is my Storified live trial coverage,
and I think you will find it much superior to

the stale WaPo work! This really was a pretty
hilarious trial, even though it was quite
serious for Lindsey Radomski. She is very nice,
and I am glad she was acquitted, that was the
right verdict.

